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Kachemak Bay Research Reserve’s mission is to enhance understanding 

and appreciation of the Kachemak Bay estuary and adjacent waters 

to ensure that these ecosystems remain healthy and productive. 

 

Facilities 

 Kachemak Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve is up and running at our 2181 Kachemak Drive 

facility and our research lab at our Bay Avenue facility.  
 

Staff 

 Please welcome Dana Nelson who is working with us through the summer as an Environmental 

Education Specialist.  Dana is helping out with Discovery Labs, Water Birds in Winter programs, 

Estuary Hikes, Public Lectures, and our August Teachers on the Estuary teacher workshop!  

 

 We are currently recruiting for an Administrative Assistant/Outreach Coordinator. This position will  

provide administrative support for staff and students, including general office & program support, 

travel coordination, personnel support, data entry, assistance with research reports and grant writing, 

development of tables, graphs and charts, and record management. Additionally, this position will 

outreach research and education projects through social media, articles, and flyers. This is a 

temporary, six-month position, with health benefits and sick leave, with the possibility of a Term 

position with full benefits in the future. Applicants should email a cover letter, resume and three 

references to jaryan@uaa.alaska.edu.  
 

Contact Information:  New Website! http://accs.uaa.alaska.edu/kbnerr/ 

 

Syverine Abrahamson (907) 235-4791 

 

Coowe Walker (907) 235-4792 

 

Steve Baird (907) 235-4793 

 

Reception (907) 235-4794 

 

Angela Doroff (907) 235-4795 

 

Jessica Ryan-Shepherd (907) 235-4796 

 

Catie Bursch (907) 235-4797 

 

Carmen Field (907) 226-4659 

   

Get updates on our Facebook page!                    
  

Kachemak Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve 

Quarterly Report for December 17
th
, 2015– March 2, 2016 

Kachemak Bay National Estuarine 
Research Reserve 
2181 Kachemak Dr 
Homer, AK 99603 
(907) 235-4799 

tel:%28907%29%20235-4794
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RESERVE-WIDE UPDATES 

 

 Alaska Marine Science Symposium:   

Several Reserve staff attended the Alaska Marine Science Symposium in Anchorage this January.  Talks 

pertaining to the Gulf of Alaska were of particular interest, and speakers provided an excellent summary 

of recent changes to all levels of the food web due to warming ocean waters. There was a strong focus 

on the summer’s extreme mortality events and die-offs impacting Common Murre, sea otter, and whales. 

Staff attended a half-day mortality working group that helped bring together different disciplines 

oceanography, plankton ecology, community-based monitoring and species experts to shed light on what 

took place in the Gulf of Alaska this summer. 

 

Poster presentation:  Doroff, AM, R.Campbell, C. McKinstry.  2016. Zooplankton assemblages in lower 

Cook Inlet and Kachemak Bay 2012-2014.  

 

 

 KBNERR is Moving Forward with OA Monitoring: 

In January, a two day work shop on the current status of OA monitoring in Alaska was hosted by the 

Alaska Oceans Observing System.  This was a very informative session and important for KBNERR’s 

developing OA monitoring program.  Based on what was learned,  we will be revising our OA 

monitoring plan and focus on sample collection for carbonate chemistry to build a model of the 

variability in the Bay prior to exploring new technologies for OA monitoring.  The new tools are 

exciting but costly and still have a high failure rate.  In partnership with the Alutiiq Pride Shellfish 

Hatchery in Seward, we will be intensively monitoring Kachemak Bay and lower Cook Inlet for OA 

over the next year.  PMEL shared results of their current modeling which show that by 2040, all shell-

forming organisms will be compromised by OA in Alaska.  

 

 Kachemak Bay: Proposed as a Marine Long-Term Ecological Research Center:   

 

UAF professor, Dr. Brenda Konar garnered full support from the University system for this proposal and 

successfully submitted a proposal for Kachemak Bay.  Stay tuned! 

 

 

RESEARCH PROJECT UPDATES 
 

 Anchor River Estuary Juvenile Salmon   

 

Giant logs and moving ice chunks antagonized the antennas working in the estuary channels, and despite 

best efforts to keep them operational, the original design didn’t hold up.  Coble Geophysical, Inc. our 

partners on the antennas for this project is working hard to design a new system, which will work under 

ice, so that future projects will have two different styles of antenna that are changed out seasonally. 

Working in estuaries in the winter is tough, but worth it, as we’re learning so much that was unknown 

about how fish use the estuary throughout the year.  

 

We are nominating several new additions to the Anadromous Waters Catalog (AWC) as a result of 

our work. None of the tidal channels where we worked were previously identified as rearing habitat for 

juvenile salmon.  
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A new collaboration with Fireweed Academy has developed as a direct result of Council members 

visiting the site with us on field trips! Kiki Abrahamson, Principal of Fireweed, was inspired by Jim 

Hornaday, who conveyed the tricky nature of crossing the channels atop a narrow 2x4.  Kiki wrote a 

small grant that was funded for her students to design and build a structure to make it easier for people 

to visit the sites.   

 

 Extending the Anadromous Waters Catalog (AWC) in the Kenai Lowlands 

KBNERR’s newest watershed project will get underway beginning in April.  As soon as conditions 

allow, we will be conducting daily sampling of streams that are likely candidates for nomination to the 

AWC, and would welcome participation from KBNERR Council members. Contact Coowe if you’re 

interested. We are seeking 2 interns to help with the project. If you know anyone who might be 

interested, have them contact Coowe.  

 

Thanks again to Council members, Ginny Litchfield and Tom Dearlove for their letters of support, 

which were instrumental in getting the project funded!  

 

 NERRS System-wide Monitoring Program (SWMP):  

 

The warm summers of 2014 - 2016 have sparked many conversations in our community.  Following is a 

graph of water temperature from our Homer and Seldovia deep water quality stations from fall 2001-

2015.  The data were averaged monthly and the anomaly is the amount above or below the overall site 

average for Seldovia Deep water quality monitoring sonde.  Positive numbers indicate warmer than 

average and negative numbers indicate colder than average.    
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 AOOS has a real-time sensor map showing KBNERR water quality and weather stations, and it 

includes data from the Bear Cove water quality monitoring site and the Anchor Point weather 

station: http://portal.aoos.org/real-time-sensors.   

Figure 2.  Monthly water temperature (blue), Chlorophyll (probe (green); water grab sample (red diamond)) from 

Bear Cove (1m below the water surface at the head of the Bay) and Seldovia Harbor (1m below the water surface 

at the mouth of the Bay) plotted with the total photosynthetically active radiation data (yellow) in the Kachemak 

Bay National Estuarine Research Reserves’ long-term monitoring sites from Jan-Dec 2015.   

Figure 1.  Monthly temperature anomalies based on water temperatures recorded 1m above the benthos at the 

Kachemak Bay National Estuarine Research Reserves long-term water quality monitoring site in Seldovia Harbor 

from Aug 2001- Dec 2015.   

http://portal.aoos.org/real-time-sensors
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 Real-time data can be accessed from websites such as: National Data Buoy Center, Weather 

Underground, Google Earth, and the Northwest Association of Networked Ocean Observing 

Systems (NANOOS).   

 All NERR SWMP data for Kachemak Bay and sites around the country can be can be accessed from 

the Centralized Data Management Office:  http://cdmo.baruch.sc.edu/ 

 

 

 Gulf Watch Kachemak Bay & Lower Cook Inlet:  

 

We just completed our winter sampling in lower Cook 

Inlet and Kachemak Bay last week, it was the first time 

since April that we were able to sample all transects in 

our study area.  While we do have great weather, the 

period between storms leaves us less of a weather 

window to work with.  Productivity is about what we 

would expect for February.  We found a fresh floating 

giant kelp, Macrocystis pyrifera, generally found only 

in SE Alaska but there are some small patches in Prince 

William Sound.   

 

 

 
 

 

Here are some highlights from our last year of sampling in Kachemak Bay and lower Cook Inlet: 

1. Water temperature time series at the Seldovia water quality station and in near-surface waters at 

the mooring buoy in the Gulf (GAK 1) are coherent for time periods greater than three months, 

but independent at shorter time scales.  The similarity of inner shelf and estuary temperature 

series at low frequencies has potential implications for a more synchronous response of the Gulf 

of Alaska marine system to inter-annual and basin-scale climate forcing, while spatial variability 

in ocean conditions at shorter periods could drive spatial heterogeneity in primary and secondary 

production, as well as in forage fish populations. 

2. We observed a late summer bloom of Alexandrium that resulted in the first closure of the 

commercial oyster shellfishery in ten years after samples from several sub-bays in Kachemak 

Bay indicated that PSP was present above the regulatory limit of 80 micrograms per 100 gram 

tissue sample.  The Pseudo-nitzschia bloom persisted through most of the summer and our 

testing indicated that the bloom was non-toxic. 

http://cdmo.baruch.sc.edu/
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3. We analyzed 215 discrete zooplankton samples from 2012-2014 and found 168 taxa from across 

12 phyla from Kachemak Bay and lower Cook Inlet.  Three species were present in ˃90% of the 

samples, Pseudocalanus, Acartia longerimis, and Parasagetta elegans.  A multivariate approach 

will yield better information on the distribution of taxa associated with pre- and post-bloom time 

periods. 

4. In Kachemak Bay, monthly zooplankton samples were dominated by meroplanktonic larvae such 

as barnacle cyprids, and shrimp and crab zoea (p < 0.05) in the summer time. 

We have one more year of this study and we are now working on the proposals for the next five years of 

monitoring through Gulf Watch Alaska.     

 
 

 NOAA Habitat Blueprint:   

Coastal and Marine Habitat Focus Area Grant for Kachemak Bay:  Building a Foundation of Decision-

Support Tools Integrating Existing Mapping and Monitoring Information for the Benefit of Long-Term 

Shellfish Sustainability and Management in Kachemak Bay and Cook Inlet, Alaska.   

 

This long project title reflects an ambitious 

ongoing project!  Thus far, we have been able to 

assemble a lot of data layers, review species of 

focus, and connect with National Park Service 

and USGS who have ongoing studies of clams in 

the intertidal region. Our project partners, Alutiiq 

Pride Shell Fish Hatchery have been busy 

spawning and rearing little neck clams, butter 

clams, and cockles for the establishment of 

spawning gardens in Port Graham and Seldovia  

and have funding in their BIA grant to support a 

student on a laboratory study on effects of ocean 

acidification on little neck clams (discussions are 

ongoing at UAF regarding this student project).  

This spring, we’ll be doing project outreach with 

stakeholders, setting up and monitoring the clam 

transplant sites, and continued development of 

the deductive habitat models for local bivalve 

species.  In April and May, we will be collecting 

brood stock for hatchery rearing of little neck 

and butter clams.  At right is a photo of the 

Alutiiq Pride Shellfish Hatchery’s clam rearing 

facility. 
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EDUCATION PROGRAM UPDATES 

 

RECENT PROGRAMS FOR K-12 AND FAMILIES: 

 
 December 18

th
 Ice Fishing Mini-Discovery Lab (sponsored by Alaska Department of Fish and 

Game) This fun, family-friendly event introduced 24 adults and kids to the joys of winter fishing 

on local lakes with demonstrations of ice fishing gear, and tips on when and where to fish. 

 

 January 6
th

 Think Like a Fish Discovery Lab (sponsored by Alaska Department of Fish and 

Game) More fishy fun for area families with a focus on identifying salmon and learning what 

salmon eat. 24 people attended this program and many of them signed up for the ice fishing 

activity below. 

 

 January 15
th

 Fireweed Elementary Ocean Art project (sponsored by the National Park Service)   

KBNERR’s Jessica Shepherd paired up with Kiki Abrahamson (principle) and teachers at 

Fireweed Elementary to offer an hour-long classroom Ocean Art activity for students in grades 4 

– 6.  Students produced delightful shadowboxes with ocean scenes after listening to a brief 

overview of the Seven Ocean Principles. 

 

    
 

Fireweed Academy students engaged in an Ocean Literacy art Activity 

  

 February 3
rd

  Our Amazing Ocean Discovery Lab was a great success with 77 people in 

attendance, including several students from Fireweed Academy who helped out at the craft table! 

This program was then reconfigured for 10 visiting school groups who join us for two-hour 

programs throughout the month.  

 

 February 14
th

 Family Ice Fishing on Johnson Lake (sponsored by Alaska Department of Fish 

and Game) This program was, once again, a big success with 18 folks attending on a fine day 

and about as many fish heading home to the fry pan or freezer! 
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UPCOMING PROGRAMS: 

 

 Water Birds in Winter Feb –Mar 2016   

Staff at KBNERR and AK Maritime National Wildlife Refuge are collaborating to offer four 

outdoor winter bird program for students during the months of February and March.  

 Translating the Science of our Landscape Discovery Lab April 6
th

 3pm – 5pm (paid for by 

NSF) 

Join us for this engaging program at Islands and Ocean Visitor Center. You can play in the 

virtual mapping sandbox, learn about salmon over the millennium through lake cores, and find 

out what social scientists are learning about the role of salmon on the Kenai Peninsula. 

 

 

WELCOME! The newest member of the 

KBNERR team is Dana Nelson.  

 Dana is from Scottville, MI. She has a 

B.S. in Parks & Recreation from Central 

Michigan University.   

 She was an SCA environmental education 

intern with Alaska Maritime NWR in 2015. She 

was also with the U.S. Forest Service in 

Kentucky as an SCA environmental educator in 

the summer of 2014. 

 She is currently an environmental 

educator with KBNERR. When not working she 

enjoys hiking, volleyball, and karaoke.  
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COMMUNITY MONITORING PROGRAM UPDATES  

 

 

 Harmful Algal Blooms:  

 

Our Harmful Algal Bloom program is supposed to give a heads up on potentially toxic shellfish. 

We did just that with the 2015 Pseudo-nitszchia bloom; updating state and local agencies and local 

growers on the bloom and coordinating some non-commercial shellfish testing. But after all of the 

concern whether the Pseudo-nitszchia bloom would produce toxins, (like it did on the West Coast), none 

of the Kachemak Bay organisms tested ever registered any Domoic Acid toxin above regulatory limits, 

even though the bloom was quite large. Thank goodness. 

Not so with Alexandrium and the Saxitoxins they create. We saw Alexandrium cells, only in very 

small amounts, yet DEC ended up closing commercial shellfish sales for a short time in September due 

to above regulatory limit results on oysters from Peterson Bay and oysters and blue mussels from 

Halibut Cove. It was the first time since 2004 that Kachemak Bay has had a commercial shellfish 

closure. 

Because we saw so few cells of Alexandrium, our samples did not reflect “bloom” levels even 

when some of the shellfish were being tested as toxic. This is the first time since our program began in 

2009 that we had a toxic event. So unfortunately we did not get much of a chance to notify stakeholders 

with that particular event. It was very helpful to growers and state agencies to watch our weekly 

phytoplankton updates once the troubling organisms were detected to see where they showed up around 

the bay.   

Catie and Syverine organized a one day Harmful Algal Bloom workshop (Feb 25, held at the 

college) to address the West Coast Blob conditions, a recap on the blooms in Kachemak Bay last 

summer and to help coordinate a response with state officials if we see more HABs in the predicted 

warm waters of upcoming summer of 2016.  

 

This is the bloom timing of the Inner and Outer Kachemak Bay for 2015. Notice the purple 

Pseudo-nitszchia bloom and the black lines which represent the Alexandrium event.  
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 Invasive European Green Crab:  

 

No invasive European green crab have been 

reported in Alaska. These warm El Nino years 

have a history of promoting the spread of the 

larva up the West Coast, but no northerly 

advancement has been reported from Canada 

yet. This year we had 12 volunteers/groups who 

conducted a total of 20 trapping events. There 

was a huge increase in the number of NATIVE 

crab caught in our traps this year.  

 

Two school groups trap every fall and spring. They spent time in February examining data from the last 

4 years trying to answer the question; “Is there an age class of native helmet crab that is consistently 

using Pier One Beach?” Looking at their graph above, what do you think? 

They will use their analysis to predict what they will trap in May.    
 

 

 Invasive Tunicate detection:  
 

Are the native invertebrates that settle on these 8”x8” plastic plates hung in the harbors changing from 

cold water years to warm water years? If you take a moment to read the poster on the west wall of the 

conference room you will find the answer! The poster is the work of Tricia Bhatia who interned with 

Catie last fall from the Kachemak Bay Campus; Semester on the Bay Program. Tricia’s work was 

highlighted in the Smithsonian Environmental Research Center (SERC) March 2016 newsletter: 

iTunicate: “How do Marine Invertebrate Communities Respond to Climate Change — A Plate Watch 

Perspective”. 

 

 
Plate on the left was collected summer of 2007 an unseasonably cold summer, the plate on the right in 

summer of 2015, an unseasonably warm year in Homer, Kachemak Bay. Note that the tunicate Distaplia 

alaskensis grew much larger in the warmer summer over the same time period.  
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COASTAL TRAINING PROGRAM UPDATES  
 

 Harmful Algal Bloom Response Workshop 

 

On February 25
th

, 2016 we hosted an all day workshop for participants from research institutions, 

regulatory agencies, and the shellfish industry. Nine key agency members presented on HABs and their 

role related to HAB response. Round table discussions followed on supporting a coordinated network 

for response and a public outreach plan. The following priorities were identified for 2016:   

More communication between organizations: Share test 

results during the season of 2016, creating a central 

professional sharing coordinator or location. Commercial 

shellfish farmers would like a secure location if sharing 

results on a regular basis.  In the future a website might be 

housed perhaps under State of Alaska Health and Human 

Services where multiple organizations could upload data as 

season progresses so that shellfish consumers can check on 

certain areas before digging.  

 

More public education: More public education in our area about the risks and facts on toxic shellfish. 

Participants felt that even with no subsistence/recreational shellfish testing, the public will harvest 

shellfish anyway. There is not enough public outreach to warn them of the danger, and our population is 

less educated than other areas in the state because we have not had problems for years. Educational 

events, posting bulletins and signage were discussed.  

 

Faster test results: Receiving toxin testing results in a timely manner for non-commercial samples is 

problematic because of shipping time. The new lab in Sitka should alleviate some of that and Rapid 

Field Tests were also discussed as an answer to this problem. More knowledge of existing lab tests and 

field tests is needed. Interpreting results, especially if they are shared between organizations, needs to be 

clear and easy. 

 

 Woodard Creek Coalition:  

CTP serves on the outreach committee for the WCC, 

and assisted with a Celebration of Woodard Creek on 

February 24
th

 at the Pratt Museum. KBNERR staff 

hosted an interactive GIS station for the public to 

explore property and watershed attributes at this event, 

and contributed figures and maps to the technical 

committee to increase awareness of Woodard Creek as 

a natural resource.  

 

The figure at right is an image of the Woodard Creek  

Watershed derived from LIDAR data and parcel layers 

showing the headwaters on the Ridge, and properties 

in Homer. Color gradient shows slope from low 

(green) to high (red).   
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 Climate Adaptation Workgroup:  

 

CTP is engaged with a group that has formed in Homer to respond to local climate adaptation and 

community resiliency needs. The climate adaptation workgroup is coordinating efforts that would lead 

to an updated City of Homer climate action plan and aligning with the Kenai Change group to promote a 

Borough plan.  Included in this process would be training and workshops that provide the necessary 

tools and information to support the planning process. CTP is coordinating these training opportunities 

to build local capacity for adaptation planning. 

 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS:  

 

 Climate Adaptation for Coastal Communities Workshop: March 22-24, 2016  

 

NOAA Learning Services Division, with input from 

Homer’s climate adaptation workgroup, will conduct a 

three-day no-cost workshop for area managers and 

decision-makers. Participants will examine methods for 

conducting vulnerability assessments, gain experience 

doing a qualitative assessment, evaluate the strengths 

and weaknesses of adaptation strategies, and identify 

mechanisms to integrate adaptation strategies into 

existing community efforts. The Climate Adaptation 

Workgroup has been working as a steering committee 

that meets to inform the workshop development 

including selection of guest speakers and gathering local 

information. Registration is still open for this event.   Photo Credit: Stephen Payton, Seldovia Village Tribe 

   

 Chugach Regional Resources Commission Climate Change Workshop: March 18
th

, 2016 

 

KBNERR staff have been invited to present Reserve science at a climate change listening 

session/workshop for the people in the Chugach region serviced by CRRC (Port Graham, Nanwalek, 

Tatitlek, Chenega, Eyak, Qutekcak/Seward, Cordova, and English Bay). Reserve staff will assist with 

villager education, capturing questions, concerns, and sharing science and traditional ecological 

knowledge.  

 

 Kachemak Bay and Lower Cook Inlet Marine Ecosystem Workgroup: Date TBD 

 

CTP, together with the Alaska Marine Conservation Council, will host another Marine Ecosystem 

Workgroup meeting- a half day of presentations and discussions this spring.  

 

 


